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Lithotherapy at the service of body and mind

« We talk about body care but where are the
care of the mind? Beauty care must start
with the heart and the soul, otherwise
cosmetics will be useless».

Elizabeth CONTAL

In a few words...
Humans need balance, energy, and to recharge their
body and mind.
Crystal Connexion® is the meeting of the mineral
world and the world of well-being.
Our mission is to offer unique treatments and
products based on the power of stones.

Our offers based on 3 services
Enhance your SPA with the Mineral TRILOGY

The Cristal Chamber®

The Crystal Touch Massage®

Offer your clients a magical place to escape
and relax, meditate or treat themselves.
Let yourself be invaded by the mineral
power for a unique holistic experience.

Create a new ritual in your SPA with this
original and exclusive Lithotherapy
massage!
Let yourself be carried away by the power
of the stones and their benefits.

The signature set of massage
pebbles® by Elizabeth Contal
Reactivate the chakras with this set of
pebbles designed for a mineral,
regenerating and soothing massage.

The Cristal Chamber®
A real mineral masterpiece for your SPA
A real cocoon made of Rock crystal, the Cristal room is a space for creative
expression, zen and pure. It was created with an eco-design approach, based on
the harmony of materials and multi-sensoriality.
Hundreds of rock crystals are placed on one or more walls of the room,
treatment cabin or relaxation area, according to specific shape waves.
Chromotherapy via the choice of different colours in the Crystal Chamber, offers a
powerful rebalancing of the main neurotransmitters according to the shape and
physical, emotional and mental performance of the person.
Recharges, soothes the emotions, reduces stress. Ideal for recharging in case of
burn out. Energetic resourcing for the client and the practitioner. Inspiring place
for massage.

The Crystal Touch
Massage®
CREATE A UNIQUE RITUAL FOR YOUR SPA
Created by Elizabeth Contal, the Crystal Touch® Massage is an original
signature massage allowing an extraordinary experience: the meeting of
the mineral world with the world of well-being.
Using the power of stones to combine their benefits with that of massage,
and to emerge in harmony with your body and mind, such is the promise.
This massage requires :
Ergonomic pebbles adapted to massage to reactivate the 7 chakras
Training of your team to this Lithotherapy massage
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Benefits of the massage :
Time to recharge your batteries
Reduces mental overload
Rebalancing of energy centres

Stand out with this exclusive!

Massage pebbles
Designed for unique massages

7 massage pebbles, to reactivate the 7 chakras of the human being.
Each pebble has a specific property and has been designed for the
well-being of both your client and your masseur.
Ergonomic and solid, they are supplied with 1 cluster of
regenerating quartz, allowing the stones to purify and recharge
themselves with energy after each massage.
To note : the vibratory power and preciousness of the stones
Pink Quartz : heart chakra - love, softness, tenderness
Rock crystal : all chakras - to re-energise body and mind

Our exclusive patents
Dior Spa Cheval
Blanc
Signature stone massage
Elizabeth has designed, after 3 years of work, massage pebbles
with embedded crystals, all sculpted and adorned with Mr
Dior's Rose, in order to combine the energetic benefits of stones
with massages.
She also trained the ambassadors of the Dior SPA Cheval
Blanc in this unique signature massage, which uses the power
of stones to regenerate the body and mind.

WATCH THE VIDEO

Create a new ritual in your SPA
THE CRYSTAL TOUCH®
LITHOTHERAPY MASSAGE

A unique and rare concept

Benefits for your
SPA

To offer an energetic place that
increases the vibratory rate
An original signature massage
Massage pebbles with multiple properties

Boxes for your customers

Our deployment
2022 - 2023
France
Marketing of the concept in 100 selected spas out of the 9000
existing
Project in progress: integration of a Crystal Wall in the
Couvent des Minimes (5* hotel) in the Luberon*

International partnership search
Project to install a Crystal Wall in the SPA of the highest tower
in Africa
Deployment of the collection of pebbles designed and
created for DIOR, in all DIOR SPAS worldwide

Other confidential projects are underway...
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Elizabeth Contal
The lithotherapist
With over 25 years of experience working with stone energy,
Elizabeth Contal invented the Crystal Room in Nice with the aim of
creating a space to rejuvenate and soothe through
guided meditations, body massages or relaxation.
The space aims to integrate the emotional and energetic dimensions of
global well-being. In other words, to offer a
Holistic care. Combining body and mind.

Elizabeth Contal & Dior Spa Cheval Blanc
Elizabeth has used her expertise in stone energy to develop customised
massage stones used for specific treatments at the Cheval Blanc Spa.

Designer - Inspiring - Trainer

Contact us
By mail

By telephone

elizabeth.contal@gmail.com

06.24.62.32.78

Website

https://www.crystal-connexion.com/

Follow us
Our current locations and partnerships
PARIS

LYON

Want to offer a unique experience in your SPA?

LONDRES

SUISSE

Do you have a project in mind?

NEW YORK

BELGIQUE

Let's talk about it and combine the world of
well-being and the power of minerals

EUROPE DU
SUD

PAYS DU
MAGHREB

BALI
SINGAPOUR

DUBAI
QATAR

NICE
Head office

